
Traits of Metaphysical Poetry

• Devotional and mystical content

•Uses intellect, logic, and argument to 
explore abstract concepts
•Uses intellect, logic, and argument to 
explore abstract concepts

•Metaphysical conceits- an extended 
metaphor that makes a jarring 
comparison. The contrast between the 
two objects being compared is extreme.

•Paradoxes 



• “all mankind is of one author, and is one 

volume; when one man dies, one chapter is 

not torn out of the book, but translated into a 

better language; and every chapter must be so 

translated; God employs several translators; 

some pieces are translated by age, some by some pieces are translated by age, some by 

sickness, some by war, some by justice; but 

God's hand is in every translation, and his 

hand shall bind up all our scattered leaves 

again for that library where every book shall 

lie open to one another.” (example of a 

metaphysical conceit)



Metaphysical conceit #2

• “No man is an island, entire of itself; every 

man is a piece of the continent, a part of the 

main. If a clod be washed away by the sea, 

Europe is the less, as well as if a promontory Europe is the less, as well as if a promontory 

were, as well as if a manor of thy friend's or of 

thine own were: any man's death diminishes 

me, because I am involved in mankind, and 

therefore never send to know for whom the 

bells tolls; it tolls for thee. “



Traits continued

• Witty and imaginative play on words

• Disruption of poetic meter

• Conversational vocabulary used in complex 

sentence patterns



Additional terms

• Epitaph- An inscription placed on a tomb or 
monument to honor the memory of a person 
buried there; A poem that commemorates 
someone who has died

• Exact rhyme- Two words rhyme exactly

• Slant rhyme- An approximate rhyme (i.e
“doom” and “come” or “through” and 
“fellow”)



• Hyperbole- Expression that greatly 

exaggerates facts or ideas for humorous effect 

or emphasis.

• Cavalier poets- musical light-hearted verse, 

live for the day attitude



• Connotation – implied meaning

• Denotation - dictionary definition

• Assonance – repetition of 2 or more vowel • Assonance – repetition of 2 or more vowel 

sounds in a group of words or lines in a poem

"The spider skins lie on their sides, translucent 

and ragged, their legs drying in knots."



• Consonance- the repetition of 2 or more 

consonant sounds at the end of the words

'First and last,' 'odds and ends,' 'short and 

sweet,' 'a stroke of luck,'sweet,' 'a stroke of luck,'

• Alliteration- the repetition of one or more 

initial consonant sounds.


